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War Was “In The Air”
War was “in the air” when I was still in grade school. In fact, “shooting wars”
had broken out in several places throughout the world many years before
Pearl Harbor. I remember our “Weekly Reader” (an education publication
used in our sixth grade social studies class) telling us that Mussolini, Dictator
of Italy, invaded Ethiopia. Later I learned that Japan had already occupied
Manchuria in 1933.
Meanwhile, Hitler was rearming Germany, and eventually, in September
1938, attacked Poland. Britain supported Poland, as did several other
countries, and World War II was under way. I was beginning my Sophomore
year in high school that Fall.
When the war broke out in Europe, I became an interested “spectator”
through the mediums of radio (there was no TV then), and the daily paper. I
was enthralled when the British Navy drove the German warships into the
South American ports and waited for them to come out and be destroyed or to
scuttle themselves. I was sobered by how easily the German “Blitzkrieg”
circumvented France’s vaunted Maginot Line and quickly subdued that
country’s resistance. I cheered the British sinking Germany’s super battleship
“Bismarck” and the epic evacuation of the Allied troops at Dunkirk, in which
British citizens participated with private boats.
But sadly I learned too, of the atrocities taking place in Germany, which, I
realized much later, was the beginning of the Holocaust.
These were major historic events, and I don’t want to imply that they
occurred every day. But they were the kind of news that was increasingly
beginning to fill our front pages and radio broadcasts.

Though my classmates and I were quite well-informed about world events,
and radio kept us up-dated on the daily action on land, sea, and air, we felt
strangely removed from the threat of war. Of course, none of the fighting had
occurred on U.S. soil. And having an ocean on either side of us, gave a false
sense of security, and a feeling that what was happening, was “over there.”
How ancient that attitude seems today, with long-range missiles and nuclear
bombs.
We were carefree high school students then; We thought we’d never be
involved. Yet, twenty months after I graduated from high school, I was on my
way to Jefferson Barracks, Missouri to begin basic training.
In many ways America had been preparing itself for an inevitable military
clash, and the enemy would be the Axis powers–Germany, Italy and Japan.
All had dictatorial governments, and all were already at war.
Our country had reactivated the draft law, and my Uncle Bill Putz, along with
several friends his age, were already in the service when I graduated from
high school. And it was rapidly converting much of its industry to
manufacturing armaments.
Also, the United States was giving aid to the British who were already at war
with the axis powers. In one instance it transferred fifty “obsolete” destroyers
to the their navy through a “lend-lease” arrangement.
Eventually the draft would overtake me, but I had yet to graduate, and then to
experience a few post-high school activities and events. One of the first of
these experiences was to come very soon, and was to give me a taste of
“military life.”
I was graduated from Martin High School on the evening of May 29, 1941.
As valedictorian of my class, I had been offered a scholarship to a small

liberal arts college in Jamestown, N.D.
The decision as to whether I should enter college or not that Fall didn’t seem
to trouble me. My parents could give me no financial support, and jobs were
not available. Also, that program didn’t seem right for me. And looking back,
the over-riding argument for not going, I feel, was that “I wasn’t ready for
college”. I was seventeen at the time.
Therefore, I declined the scholarship and enlisted for a six-month hitch in the
Civilian Conservation Corps.
This turned out to be the right decision, because during my time in the Cs,
my parents had moved to West Coast, and a week after I left the Corps,
America entered World War II. Five months later I had to register for the
draft. When the war ended I finally went to college on the G.I. Bill, earning
B.A. in Psychology and a Masters in Education.
I was much more mature, and had a clearer purpose of where I was going
than when I left high school five years ago.

The Sleeping Giant
I registered for the draft in May 1942, and having nothing to do until my
number came up, I took a job with the Oregon Shipbuilding Company in
north Portland on the Willamette River. This firm constructed Liberty Ships,
the best-known cargo ship of World War II. The pay was good, no prior
experience was required. I made more money on that job than on any other
until I graduated from college six years later.
I was assigned to the “swing shift” (5:30 P.M.- 1:00 A.M.) as a shipfifitter’s
helper. The main task of that job was to “tack” for the shipfitter. This simply
required putting a “touch” of weld at several spots on the bulkhead to hold it
in place until the permanent weld could be done. That was a boring routine,
so I asked the welding leadman if I could transfer to his crew. He asked me to
take the welder’s test, which required running vertical, overhead and flat
weld seams. Cross sections of these seams were then examined for the proper
quality. I passed on the first try, and became a “production” welder (welding
decks, prows, etc.), which included a pay increase.
I remember my first night in the “shipyards,” as we now referred to my new
place of employment. The place was alive with activity. Wherever I looked,
something was happening. Mechanical noises mingled with the shouts and
instructions of people, interrupted intermittently by jack-hammers and
chippers. The flashes from welders arcs could flare up in an instant. And
always there was motion.
It always made me uneasy to have a two- or three-ton piece of prefabricated
deck go drifting by “out in space,” so it seemed, but really overhead, being
carried by an overhead crane on tracks located high on either side of the bay.
However, in a few minutes it was out of the bay and on another form of
conveyance, on its way to to the “ways” to become part of a ship. But I was
always ready to scramble to safety when one these “monsters” passed
overhead.

The entire place was well-illuminated, and the bright lights reinforced the
feeling of energy and action. From a distance the yard probably gave the
appearance of an amusement park. We were fortunate that there was no air
raid danger, because the yard was very visible, and a prime bombing target.
And down on the river, ships were being launched regularly. To show its
prowess in shipbuilding, the Company had one of its Liberty ships assembled
and launched in ten days!
The process never stopped. Twenty-four hours a day, broken into three shifts.
Seven days a week. Days off were arranged to assure that a particular job was
always covered.
The Japanese Admiral Yamamoto was referring to the United States and its
industrial might when he said, upon his fliers triumphant return from their
infamous raid on Pearl Harbor, “I fear we have awakened the sleeping giant.”
I was looking at that “giant” that evening and he was fully awake and
throbbing with energy.
The “giant” had his counter-parts right here in Oregon. Up the Willamette
River at Swan Island, the Kaiser Company was building tankers, and across
the River the Willamette Iron and Steel Company was constructing subchasers.
But is doesn’t end there. The “giant” had counter-parts in many other States
across the nation. Not only were they building ships, but bombers and
fighters, tanks, Jeeps, submarines, aircraft carriers, trucks and endless
quantities of guns and ammunition.

Its unfortunate that the leaders of Japan could not have toured our factories
and shipyards before attacking us. They may have had second thoughts about
arousing the “sleeping giant.”
The shipyard was so large and sprawling that I became aware of only two of
its main operations. One was the assembly bays, where I worked and where
we fabricated large components of the ship, such as sections of the deck, the
prow of the ship, and the deck house. The second was the “ways,” were the
ship was “assembled” and from which it was launched.
Many of the components of the ship were prepared by departments like ours,
but I had no contact with them. For example, I never witnessed the
installation of the engines or saw where and how the steering mechanism was
fabricated, or how a whole array of other fittings were handled.
I loved working in the shipyards. Yes, it was directly helping the war effort,
but also it was something big and new and exciting. And I was part of it.
Remember, I was 18, and only fourteen months out of high school, and had
until that time lived in rural surroundings all my life.
And all this was temporary and the excitement and newness would end when
the war was over. But before all that could occur, Uncle Sam notified me that
he had another job for me. So I turned in my welding equipment and went off
to war.
But the ships we had been building had been going off to war, and usually
into hazardous waters, long before I signed up for the draft. Most Liberty
ships were used to transport food and war material to our allies, but mostly to
the British. With the Nazi controlling much of Europe, the British were
largely isolated, and in desperate straits.
The ships sailed in convoys and were guarded by sub-chasers and other naval

craft, but in spite of these protections, many Liberty ships were sent to the
bottom of the Atlantic by German torpedoes, some on their first trip. But
many got through, and the Liberty ship played a significant role in Britain’s
survival and the allies ultimate victory.
————————
The reference to Britain’s survival in the statement above, reminds me of the
of the many ways we were reminded of the life-or-death struggle daily facing
those desperate people. One such reminder came from the jukebox. Each
night after my shift in the shipyards I would stop for a late dinner (near 1:00
A.M.) at a place on Union Avenue (now renamed Martin Luther King Blvd).
Invariably the following song would be played:
“There’ll be bluebirds over the white cliffs of Dover
Tomorrow, just you wait and see…….”
And as the music continued, it assured us that……
“The shepherd will tend his sheep
the valley will bloom again
and Jimmy will go to sleep
in his own little room again”
“There’ll be bluebirds over the white cliffs of Dover
Tomorrow, just you wait and see”
The line, “and Jimmie will to to sleep in his own little room again,” refers to
the decision the British made to move their children into the rural areas to
avoid the German’s nightly aerial bombing of the cities like London. It was a

little like their being in foster homes.
Unfortunately, the “tomorrow” that the song refers to was a long way off.
Many of those British children would not be sleeping in their own little
rooms again for another three or more years. The war in Europe didn’t end
until May 1945.

The War Comes to Oregon, Fort
Stevens
On the evening of June 21, l942 a Japanese
submarine surfaced near Fort Stevens on
the Oregon coast and opened fire on that
installation and nearby Battery Russell.
The “shooting war” had come to our State!
As military encounters go, it couldn’t be
rated more than an “incident.” Only
seventeen shots were fired. There were no
Bombardment of Fort Stevens
casualties and the only physical damage
was to the backstop on the Fort’s baseball diamond. Battery Russell didn’t
even return fire as the sub slipped back into the sea.
The captain of the sub later indicated that he mistook the installations for a
submarine base, and that he “just fired” his deck gun at the target without
using the gunsights. The sub’s real purpose was part of a campaign to
respond to the Doolittle Raid on Japan two months earlier. Japanese military
leaders had been surprised and embarrassed by that raid on their homeland.
To retaliate they dispatched two long-range subs to the west coast of America
to prey on U.S. shipping and any shoreline targets of opportunity. So the Fort
Stevens episode was probably one of these “Targets of opportunity.”
The attack on Ft. Stevens also added to American history. Not only was it the
first attack on Oregon during World War II, but the first attack on a U.S.
military installation on the American mainland by a foreign power since The
War of 1812!

Incidentally, after the war was over Ft. Stevens was deactivated and
converted into what today is Ft. Stevens State Park. Battery Russell was
dismantled but the huge concrete gun emplacements remain as tourist
attractions.
Looking back, I got the news from the morning Oregonian. The story was all
over the front page. Working on the swing shift in the shipyards at that time, I
had all morning to read it the paper. I recall vividly the photo in the
Oregonian of the furrow made by low trajectory shell that had spent itself in
an area above the beach. I also remember the sober talk and thoughts in our
household that the enemy had “visited” and left its “calling card” just ninety
miles away!

The War Comes to Oregon, Brookings
The only airplane attack by a foreign power on the U.S. mainland during
World War II occurred in the vicinity of Mt. Emily near Brookings, Oregon
on September 9, 1942. Its mission was to ignite huge forest fires in the
Pacific Northwest and destroy U.S timber resources, and in the process,
create panic and low morale among the American people. None of these
things happened.
This attack was part of the reaction to the
Doolittle raid on the Japanese mainland in
April. Their military leaders were angered
and humiliated by this strike at their
homeland, and in retaliation ordered two
long-range submarines to attack American
shipping and other targets along the United
States’ northwest coast.
Nobuo Fujita standing by his Yokosuka
E14Y "Glen" seaplane.

The sub, I-25, dispatched on the forest fire
mission was the same one that had attacked Ft. Stevens in June. It was a
submarine aircraft carrier, and the float-plane it carried was its main
instrument for starting forest fires.

I-25 took up its position near Brookings, Oregon and waited several days for
the weather to clear. On the morning of September 9 the mists were gone, and
the plane was assembled and made ready for launching. The pilot, Nubua
Fujita and his navigator were soon catapulted on their mission. They flew
east, undetected, past Brookings, and an hour later reached their objective.
The navigator released the two 160-pound incendiary bombs. Only one
exploded, but it started a blaze, and they returned to the sub. Just as the
dismantling and storing of the plane was completed, disaster nearly overtook
the crew. A U.S. Navy plane had spotted them and attacked with bombs. But
it had arrived too late, and the sub escaped with minor damage.

Shortly after Fujita’s plane had left
the scene of its bombing, the Mt.
Emily fire lookout reported a blaze in
his area, and immediately set out on
foot to locate it. So did the lookout at
another nearby station. They
eventually arrived at the the fire, and
found a few blazes involving only
seven trees, which they quickly
extinguished. Authorities later
determined that a forest fire could
have resulted in heavy timber losses,
but weather conditions were not
favorable on the morning of September 9.

Nobuo Fujita

Three weeks later Fujita made a second try to attain his objective of starting a
forest fire, this time near Port Orford, also on the Oregon coast. Neither of
the two incendiaries exploded. And to date, neither has been found. After the
last attempt failed, the mission ended, and the submarine returned to Japan.
After the war, Fujita became a successful business man.
Though delayed for two decades, this story had a happy ending. In 1962 the
City of Brookings invited the enemy pilot, Nobua Fujita, who twenty years
ago had tried to burn down their forests, to be their guest. In return for their
hospitality he gave the city his samurai sword that had been in his family for
400 years, and which he had carried for good luck on his bombing missions.
The event was well publicized in the Oregonian, and I recall Fujita’s words,
as he presented his gift: “It is the finest of Smurai traditions to pledge peace
and friendship by submitting the sword to the former enemy.”
Fujita returned to Brookings three more times, and during that time hosted
three exchange students from Brookings-Harbor High School to schools in
Japan. On his last visit he brought his granddaughter with him.

That all war stories should have such endings.

The War Comes to Oregon, Bly
On a bright Saturday afternoon a group of five children and one of their
chaperone adults, picnicking in a forested area in southern Oregon, became
the only casualties on the American mainland during World War II.
A 33-foot balloon, launched from the Japanese
island of Honshu in late April of 1945, had
survived the 5000-mile trip in the jet stream and
landed in this unlikely spot near Bly, Oregon. Its
primary purpose was to start forest fires, but
instead it destroyed the lives of six innocent
people.
The war must have seemed far way, the children
feeling carefree, enjoying the bright, outdoor
surroundings and excited by the huge balloon
lodged in a tree up ahead. A fourteen year-old girl
raced ahead to pull it down, unaware that that was
the last thing she would do in her life. Attached to
the balloon was an explosive device which was
detonated by her exuberant actions. The five
children were killed instantly. The adult, the
pregnant wife of the one survivor, a minister, died
soon after.

Japanese balloon bomb in
flight

The fact that the balloon landed in such a remote spot indicates the
randomness of that device. There was no steering mechanism, and
destinations were quite unpredictable. In fact, two balloons landed back in
Japan! But another, fortunately but just as randomly, came down near the
Manhattan project’s production center at the Hanford site and caused minor
damage to power lines supplying electricity for the nuclear cooling pumps.

Similarly, the range of the balloons could not be controlled. Some were found
as far away as northern Mexico and on the outskirts of Detroit, Michigan.
Any general idea of where one was going was dependent on knowledge of
the prevailing air currents, and these operate over broad areas of the globe.
Though the Japanese were unsuccessful in creating the devastating forest
fires they has hoped for, the potential for such disasters was very real. They
had launched more than 9000 balloons and 342 incidents involving them
were recorded in western United States and Canada. A major factor in the
Japanese’s lack of success in Oregon was the fact that they began launching
them after the rainy began and stopped as the rainy season was coming to a
close (November 1944–April 1945).
U.S. authorities, however, feared a worst threat involving balloons, than
raging forest fires. They were aware of Japan’s experiments with biological
weapons and considered the balloon as a potential means for carrying out
germ warfare.
Though the war is long over, the threat of this unusual, but lethal device
remains. Hundreds of them have never been found, and though the odds are
long of their explosives still being viable, they are still “out there.” The last
known “live” bomb found in North America was in 1955, and a non-lethal
one turned up in Alaska as recently as 1992.
The incident near Bly reminds that during war, disaster can come
unannounced out of the gentle, blue sky on any day of the week. The
statement about the un-located bombs warns us that the last casualty of World
War II may not yet have occurred!

The Service Years Begin – Induction
My Service Years
(Jan. 43 – Dec. 1945)
“And when the bugle sounded war,
They put their games away.
They left the peaceful river,
the cricket field, the quad,
the shaven lawns of Oxford,
to seek a bloody sod…”
— Winifred M. Letts, The Spires of Oxford

Induction
Finally the day came to report for
induction. I was instructed to be at
the Portland Railroad Station, which
at that time was the focal point of
Service activity.
There was no fanfare, no farewells,
no last-minute waves or cheering
send-off. Just another day, a
mundane event, like going to
Portland Railroad Station
school. But if wasn’t just another
day. It was the day I was leaving for the service. I’d be gone for nearly three
years; Or maybe I wouldn’t be back!

O.K. so there’s a war on.
Everyone was busy in those days and many, like my brother Clair, were in the
service, others were working in a war industry, like both of my parents in the
shipyards. My sister, Isabelle, was attending Jefferson High School here in
Portland.
My cousin, Eddie Seibold, was also reporting for induction on that day, so a
friend of his drove us so to the train station. We pulled out of for Ft. Lewis
about mid-afternoon.
I had spent many an evening in barracks during my six-month hitch in the
CCC. They were mostly routine, and eventually closed with “lights out!” And
so it was with this evening, except this was a different setting. As the room
stilled, I heard quiet sobbing in a bed across the aisle.
It was one of the draftees that had come in that day. Obviously the dark
increased his feeling of loneliness, and all around him slept strangers. I’m
sure others in the barracks heard him too, but no one responded to his
distress, and after a while the young guy fell asleep. But I didn’t.
I lay there and wondered: Was this his first night away from home; had he led
a “sheltered life?” Or was he sad about what he had to leave behind–family,
friends, a job? Or maybe a very dear girl friend? Or maybe a happy,
comfortable life style, Or perhaps he had a deep anxiety about what lay
ahead, especially the prospect of military action–could he cope with it, would
it bring him physical harm?
Eventually I fell asleep.

The next two days were tightly scheduled. I’m certain that the tests we took,
the inventories and questionnaires we completed, the interviews we did and
the other screening procedures we endured, determined our destiny in the
Service. The process was soon finished, and I was on my way to Jefferson
Barracks for basic training.
I had no time to think or have opportunities to make inquiries about the
young fellow who had had the distressful first night. I felt sorry for him, and
often wondered if he had “toughed it through” and adjusted to military life. I
was beginning to learn that military experience would leave many
unanswered questions.

Basic Training
There was nothing exciting, rewarding or redeeming about our next phase in
the military. Basic training is basically about drill. And for six weeks it was
our life. A corporal from the “old army” was our drill instructor. He was a
good man, very skilled in his work. However, he seemed to have an awfully
limited vocabulary, which he used a lot:
“Left, right, left, right, left, right, by the right flank, march! About face, by
the left flank, march!” Day after day, day after day,” left right, left, right,
forward march, attention! Dress right, dress! left, right, left, right, to the rear,
march, left oblique, march, right oblique, march.” Drill, drill, drill, “left,
right, left, right, count off, one, two three, stand at ease!”
The monotonous routine and the droning voice seemed to go on forever. That
was our routine, our life. One consolation kept our hopes up — it was
temporary.
One other consolation awaited us, the PX, the military’s shopping place, and
“watering hole.” We found it shortly after arriving at the camp. After a hot
afternoon of perspiring on the drill field, we would rush over to the PX for a
cold beer! You take what rewards you can get in such circumstances.
The boring days went on, “Left, right, left, right….” Its amazing that a group
could keep up such repetitive activity, hold formation day after day, and
maintain its sanity. But suddenly one day, came the final “halt,” and the
Corporal pronounced us “ready.” We could march in any kind of formation,
always in step, and we were ready to pass in front of a reviewing stand filled
with generals and dignitaries!
Now, it was on to the next step in our training.

I believe the next step had already been determined at Ft. Lewis, when we did
all those tests and interviews. Until that day, my cousin, Eddie Seibold, was
still with me, having just shared the same drill quad with me. But that was
about to end, and the next time I saw him was three years later in Portland
when we were both civilians again. I don’t recall where his assignment took
him, but I was to report to Boston for ten weeks of special instruction at the
Franklin Technical Institute.

I Go To College
As basic training was drawing to a close, I began to wonder, “Whats next?” I
didn’t have a clue, but I knew that somewhere in all those tests and
evaluations administered to me during the induction processing back at Fort
Lewis, my fate as a member of the military had already been determined.
So, as this phase of my service career
ended, I was surprised and elated at my new
assignment: I was ordered to report to
Franklin Technical Institute in Boston. I was
assigned to go to college!! Back in Portland
I had deferred college because of my
impending military draft, and now the
military was ordering me to college, at least
for ten weeks.
When I got, to Boston, the good surprises
continued. The first place I was taken was to
the us “students’” dormitory. And directly
across from my dorm was Fenway Park,
home of the Boston Red Sox Professional
Baseball team. I could hardly believe my
good fortune!

Eugene Neubauer returns to Franklin
Institute of Technology, circa 1996.

When I was growing up in a small rural village in North Dakota, the only
professional sports we enjoyed was through radio then. There was no NBA or
NFL. Only Big League Baseball, comprised of two leagues, and those two
leagues had only sixteen teams compared to today’s thirty. And one of those
teams was located across the street! To cap off the good luck, admission to
the games was free to servicemen and women.

To add to the good baseball news, Boston had two of the sixteen Major
League teams, one in the American League (the Red Sox) and one in the
National League (The Bees). That meant that there was always baseball
entertainment available during the entire season.
I appreciated all of the classroom work, but the most meaningful and
challenging part of the program was the “field” projects, in which we mapped
a section of of one of the citys’ parks and then a strip of road. It was a simple
form of mapping, using crude survey instruments, and a rudimentary
knowledge of map concepts, symbols, and geographic features. That
instruction also included the use of lettering sets, contour pens and measuring
devices.
We used our “stride” to measure all the distances that went into our two
maps. A “stride” was two steps of normal walking. We had spent an afternoon
walking a pre-measured distance on the esplanade of the Charles River,
determining each students’ stride. I don’t know how many time I walked back
and forth on that strip of ground, but the concept of “stride” became very
important once applied to our mapping.
Though most of Boston’s weather was sunshine and blue skies, I remember
only one instance when it became very unpleasant. I had been warned about
the humidity of the Eastern Seaboard, and it took just one experience to
realize it was not a myth. It began like any other evening, but as night came
on, the atmosphere in our dorm became “close” and stifling. The dorm was
not equipped with air conditioning, and fanning the air brought no relief.
Eventually I was lying in soaked bed clothes, the moisture coming from my
own perspiration.
As the evening wore on, several of us took our mattresses and went up on the
roof, to take advantage of the open sky. A beautiful moon-lit night greeted us,
but so did the humidity! It was the same atmosphere as in the dorm.

There was no other place to go, so we spent the remainder of the night
tossing and turning (and perspiring) in one of the most fitful, sleepless nights
in my life I can still feel the sticky underclothes and the wet bedding.
By morning the humidity had dropped, and putting on dry clothes, went to
breakfast.
I till think Boston was a wonderful city, and 1943 was a great summer.

I went to college for twelve weeks during World War II, and received a credential for it

A SQUADRON TAKES SHAPE
The happy days in Boston were over. After six months in the Service, all of
them spent in basic training and attending Franklin Technical Institute, the
powers that be determined that I was finally ready to become a functioning
part of the big military machine. They also determined that I should report to
Peterson Field in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
No fanfare or official greetings marked my arrival at Peterson Field. I just
reported to a given place for “check-in” and was assigned to a barracks, and
informed that I was a member of the 28th Photo Reconnaissance Squadron. I
also learned that I was in the Army Air Corps. The “Air Corps” that we know
today as a separate branch of the U.S. military structure did not exist at that
time. It came into existence after the war. Prior to that time each branch of
the service had its own “air corps.” Thus, I was in the “Army Air Corps.”
At the time I arrived at Peterson Field, the 28th Photo Recon Squadron
existed only on paper. But it was taking shape rapidly, as people like myself
were trickling in from various special training programs, or from other
assignments throughout the country. These included pilots, mechanics, photo
lab specialists, camera specialists, draftsmen, cooks, transportation and
communications operators, etc.
Soon, departments were identified and began to function. Pilots and planes
appeared, and the “Squadron” began flying “missions,”
The goal of a squadron is to get information about the enemy. A mission is
is successful when it ends up with a photo or a series of photographs of the
enemy target. A quick review here may be helpful in understanding each
department's role in this process.

The mission begins with the pilot being briefed about the target. The camera
repair department installs film in the plane's cameras. The pilot flies to the
target and photographs by pressing the appropriate controls. Having made a
successful run over the target, he returns to the base. When the plane lands,
the camera repair department removes the exposed film from the plane, and
sends it to the lab. The lab performs several function. First it develops the
film, and immediately sends the negative to drafting where the appropriate
data is added by lettering. From drafting it goes back to the lab for printing;
which is the final step. The prints are then ready for delivery or pick up.
This process applies only to the personnel who handle the film on its way
to becoming a photograph. A number of support staff such as the mechanics,
food services and transportation are also needed help keep the squadron
functional.
At Peterson Field we had become a
squadron. Each member of a
department became proficient in his
role, and each department learned to
coordinate with the others. And now it
was time to move on. We were
transferred to Will Rogers Field in
Oklahoma City.
To my memory, two significant events
Squadron hike – Will Rogers Field,
occurred here. One, we lost our first
Oklahoma – 18 Sept. 43
pilot. We were simply told that he had
“augured in” which probably meant that he couldn’t pull out of a dive. It was
a sad event, but there would be others once we were in a combat zone.
Second, we learned that we were missing one last experience in our
preparation, and that was probably why we were brought to Will Rogers
Field: Performance under field conditions. It was a challenge.
We were taken by military truck to an open, undeveloped field near the little
town of Jet, Oklahoma. Sad to say, but this was the right place for learning

cope with field conditions. It was December. The weather was bitter cold
We slept in tents. Ate field rations. We had no commercial electricity, but we
had generators to operate equipment necessary to our mission. When we
stood guard duty, we tried to spend as much time as possible near the
radiators of the generators, the only source of outdoor heat. One would
think we were going to be stationed in Alaska!
After ten days under these conditions we were happy to get back to Will
Rogers Field. It being close to Christmas, I requested a leave. It was
granted, and it was the only time in my three years in the service that
I spent with my family.

WE SHIP OUT
When I returned from my Christmas leave, I found the Squadron beginning
to pack. And it wasn’t long before we were driven to the railroad station and
placed on a train headed west, probably to the Bay area.
Obviously, it was the first visible step toward a combat zone. We were left to
wonder about our specific destination.
The train from Oklahoma City unloaded our squadron at Pittsburgh,
California, a town located on the north shore of the inland section of the
San Francisco Bay. This is only a short distance up the Bay from where
today a group of World War II Liberty ships are anchored, waiting for the
next national crisis.
We spent two days outfitting, which included testing our gas masks, a sure
sign that we were heading for a combat zone. But we had no idea about our
destination, so we imagined the worst. We had visions of landing on some
rugged war-torn island, and taking defensive positions in the midst of
hostile action. Thinking we'd be isolated from shopping and civilized
services, we stuffed our duffel bags with extra candy bars, toothpaste, etc.
Finally, on the third day we boarded a freighter that had been converted to
a troopship, and we shoved off, working our way down the bay. It wasn't
long before we were passing under the Golden Gate Bridge
I stood on the crowded fantail of the troopship; It seemed as though all but
the crew were attempting to get a last look at the Bridge, and some remained
transfixed on this landmark, wondering when they would see if again, or if
they would ever see it again. For me it would be nearly two years!
As the Bridge grew smaller and smaller and finally disappeared. Thoughts
turned toward the future. Where were we heading? When would we get
there? What kind of action could we expect?

Our “cruise” was monotonous. But not without some anxiety. The “hold” of
the ship had been converted into a large sleeping chamber. And many of
those bunks were only a few feet from the bulkhead that separated the open
hold from the sea (and the potential torpedo strike). That danger is probably
what accounted for the large number of troops who huddled on the main deck
at night.

WE LAND IN PARADISE
Finally, after seven days at sea, we were informed that we were
approaching our destination and would be going ashore that morning.
As we neared the harbor, we realized that we were approaching a large,
modern city. The word was passed down to us, the name of the place
was Honolulu----we were in Hawaii---- THAT'S WHERE LOTS OF
PEOPLE GO FOR VACATION!

WE WERE LANDING IN PARADISE!!
Suddenly, all anxieties of landing on a hostile, war-torn island, all thoughts
of dodging gunfire and shelling, all images of pitching pup tents in a bug
and snake infested jungle disappeared!
It was early January, 1944. This was going to be a Very Happy New
Year!
Military trucks were waiting near the docks to take us to our new home in
PARADISE!

KIPAPA AND KUALOA
After we disembarked in Honolulu, waiting trucks drove us approximately
twenty miles north to an airfield named Kipapa, where we were deposited
amid a small cluster of six-man huts and a dining building. This was to be
our home for an indefinite time.
A quick exploration of our new home revealed that immediately behind our
living quarters grew a patch of pineapple. Without hesitation I cut off a fruit,
peeled and ate it. In the days ahead, we were to “harvest” many more. The
place was beginning to feel a little like home already.
I'd like to be able to say that the discovery of the pineappple patch led to the
term “Pineapple Campaign” when referring to our stay in Hawaii, but I
believe it crept into our vocabulary from some other source.
One of the things I remember of Kipapa was that it was an easy “hitch-hike”
to Honolulu. So a number of our days-off were spent there, especially at
Waikiki Beach.
But that was 79 years ago! Today (2013) there is no trace of that field. It
has suffered the fate of many of the small temporary World War II airfields.
The photo on the next page is of Kipapa Field as it was when our squadron
occupied it(Sept. 1944). The second photo is an aerial view of the same area
today, except that it is now covered with the buildings of a community
named Mililani District Park. If you were to ask a local person familiar
Kipapa's history where the airfield was located, she would probably reply,
“Just south of the golf course.”
********************
About the time we began to feel settled in at Kipapa, our squadron was
ordered to move to a small airfield on the east coast of Oahu, approximately
three miles north of the Kaneohe Naval Base. The name of our new field was
Kualoa. It was a single 6500 foot north-south runway covered with metal

matting. The metal mating was often a sign that that would be a temporary
runway. It lay parallel to a beach of the Pacific Ocean, less than 100 yards
away.
The most dominant physical feature of Kualoa was the steep, threatening
cliffs rising abruptly behind our living quarters (see photo on page one).
Between the runway and our huts a row of revetments had been
erected to shelter our planes.
Kualoa was approximately 18 miles from Honolulu, not much farther than
Kipapa was. However, the road from Kualoa had to cross the same range of
mountains as the one behind our living quarters, only at the higher levels
the conditions were more winding and windy.
After the war Kualoa experienced the same fate as Kipapa, It was returned to
civilian use. A small portion of a revetment is all that remains of the actual
airfield, and the word “Kualoa” is reatained in the title of the new facility,
which is, “Kualoa State Park and Kualoa Ranch.''

The earliest photo which has been located of the Kipapa Airfield was a
9/17/44 U.S. Navy aerial view looking south (courtesy of Brian Rehwinkel).
The airfield was depicted as having 2 paved runways, with several hardened
aircraft parking revetments along either side of the longest runway.
Note also the sharp dropoff of the gulch right at the far end of both runways.
http://www.airfields-freeman.com/HI/Airfields_HI_Oahu_S.htm

Mililani District Park is located near the intersection of the 2 main runways;
unfortunately, there are no indications of the site's military history.
The residents in the area would be surprised to learn that they now live on the
site of an historic World War II airfield.

Our planes used to land in the middle of this area!

The "inhabitants" of the shack behind them. (I'm the second from the right)

A May 10, 1942 aerial view looking southwest at Kualoa Field.

A “home away from home” - This is where we slept, wrote letters, listened to
the radio and conversed with other “inhabitants” of our hut.

THE PINEAPPLE CAMPAIGN
We referred to the thirteen months the Squadron spent on Oahu as the
“Pineapple Campaign”. The following vignettes and word sketches are a
sampling of the many places, people, happenings and activities we
experienced during that time.
I participated in many of those experiences, and simply became an observer
in others. There were dozens of items of equal merit that could have been
included in the list below:
Honolula
Pearl Harbor
Diving into the breakers at Wiamea
Qualifying with the Carbine
We stood in review
Not all fun and games

Honolulu
On my first day off I went into
Honolulu. Kipapa airfield was less
than an hour away. Honolulu was the
‘Place were the action was,’ it was
the Capital, It was the “Big City.”
But to me it was a different kind of
city than I was accustomed to. It had
no “High Rise” buildings. The
Honolulu I see on TV today bears
little resemblance to the Honolulu I
saw in 1944.

Honolulu, circa 1944

I had some preconceived images of Honolulu, and Hawaii in general—palm
trees, sunny beaches, native girls—they were all there—but so were hundreds
of G.I.s.!! They were everywhere. At times the pedestrian traffic flowed into
the streets. It had the atmosphere of a never-ending holiday. I loved it!
Although our squadron was to photograph the various islands many times
from the air I never got to visit any of them personally. I would especially
have liked to have seen Kaui and Maui. However, I found Oahu to offer
plenty of “resort” enjoyment, and I and my buddies were to spend many an
afternoon basking in the sun at waikiki and sipping “refreshments” at the
Royal Hawaiian Lounge.
My first day off was well-spent.

PEARL HARBOR
“This is where it all started,” I reflected as I looked at the damaged and
sunken warships in the harbor. I was referring to the place where America
had become a player in World War II. She had for some time already chosen
sides, and had assisted nations like Great Britain with armament. But the
now the Japanese attack had put her in the actual shooting war.
The U.S. Navy had lost 18 ships that Sunday morning, and 2403 lost their
lives, 68 of them civilians.
As I walked away from the harbor, my thoughts drifted back to the morning
of December 7, 1941. I was still a civilian then, and was returning from a
military-like life I had entered the day after I graduated from high school in
in Martin, North Dakota six months ago. That was the the Civilian
Conservation Corps.
I was on way home. “Home” had moved while I was in the CCCs, from
Martin to Portland, Oregon, and I had stopped for several days to visit my
grandparents and my “old” high school in Martin.
On the morning of December 7, 1941 I was ready to bid farewell to my
Grandparents, and my Uncle Albie was going to drive me the Minot to catch
the Great Northern “Flier” that evening. As I entered my Grandparents
living room, the radio (there was no TV then) interrupted its on-going
program to make a special announcement, which said that “Planes of the
Japanese Navy had bombed Pearl Harbor that morning, causing heavy
U.S. loses in ships and planes,”
When the broadcast ended, everyone sat stunned and silent for several
seconds, and finally my grandfather said simply, “We're at War.”
My trip to Portland was very somber and thoughts were filled with anxiety
for my family in Portland. But upon arrival there everybody was calm and
busy with their part in the war effort.

I'm glad that I used one of my days off during the “Pineapple Campaign”
to visit what, even by then, was one of the the more memorable historic
places in out nation. The Pearl Harbor Memorial is built upon one of the
sunken battleships of that disastrous morning.

Diving Into The Breakers at Wiamea
One of the most exciting and
challenging experiences I had during
my time in Hawaii was diving into
the breakers at Wiamea Bay on the
coast of Oahu. Recently on TV I had
been watching some surf boarders on
those same waters, now sixty-five
years later. Only they handled those
waves in a more elegant manner than
the members of our squadron.
Waimea Bay, Hawaii
Instead of riding the waves, we
simply dived into the monstrous on-coming wall of water, and let it tumble us
were ever it deposited its flotsam. In those few seconds you had no control of
your body until the sea let go of you. I think that that momentary wild
abandon of one’s self, and the survival, was the basis of the excitement.

When the sea released its grip, you were lying on the beach, fighting the
receding water rushing by you, trying to drag you back into the sea. Your
nose and ears were filled with sand which had to be cleaned before the next
“dive.”
As my mind drifted back to that time, I asked myself, “Why did we do
foolish things like that? Why did we take such chances?” I guess the answer
to concerns like that start with the fact that all of us were about twenty years
old, and second, we didn’t see them as risky.

Qualifying With Carbine
One day it was all about shooting—not about combat, though. We were
loaded into trucks and driven to the northern tip of the Island to a place called
Kuhuku point. It was the location of the military’s rifle range, and we were
up there that day to qualify with our carbines. The carbine is the weapon the
enlisted personnel of squadron would be assigned in a combat zone.
The carbine was similar to the .22 Caliber rifle I used during my teen years. I
used it to shoot gophers, rabbits and other small animals often called
varmints. During seasons when gophers were seriously damaging crops, our
State paid cash to control his infestation. To make a little money that summer
I became a “Bounty Hunter.” The rate was 3 cents a tail.
It also helped sharpen my shooting skills, that eventually led me to qualify as
an “expert” with the carbine that day at Kuhuku Point. There are three levels
for qualification: Expert, Sharpshooter, and Marksman.
All of us knew what the carbine was for in the service, but nobody dwelled
on that topic. I remember the attitude of the guys as they came up to the
firing line; they were serious and focused. Most of them were members of a
civilian army, and their attitude was, “Let’s get the job done, and go home”

WE STOOD IN REVIEW
The President of the United States had called a meeting with General Mac
Arthur to discus U. S. post World War II obligations to the Philippines.
Several other military leaders were also present. The date was July 1944.
The place: Oahu:
The President's presence called for a touch of ceremony by the military, so
our Squadron , along with many other units on the Island, “stood in review”
for this distinguished group, as their open car slowly moved by.
These were the members of that memorable group:
Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States
Admiral King, Chief of Naval Operations
Admiral Leahy, Chief of Staff to Commander-in-Chief
General MacArthur, Supreme Commander-Chief in the Southwest
Pacific
I was especially happy to see FDR. During those hard days of the Great
Depression his programs addressed the needs of many families and brought
an air of hope to the nation.

Not All Fun And Games
When you have lived in Paradise, which is what I often called Hawaii, you
tend to remember the days off in Honolulu, the good times on Waikiki, diving
into the breakers at Wiamea, playing ball, playing poker, and always the
balmy weather.
But even in “Paradise” it wasn’t all fun and games. We reported to our work
stations daily; our pilots flew “missions” regularly, though the “targets” were
usually the Islands. Our squadron could be called into combat at any time,
and everyone’s skills and work habits needed to stay sharp. This applied to as
well to units from other branches of the service. For example, it was not
unusual to see two fighter planes, come twisting and tumbling across the sky,
locked in a mock “dogfight.” I quietly wished both pilots “happy hunting” in
the “not so friendly skies” in the days of real combat ahead.
Lest we get too complacent with our generally good life and the “resort-type”
of atmosphere, we also had plenty of reminders of war. The incident in the
foregoing paragraph is a good example. The worst was the damaged and
sunken ships in Pearl Harbor.
But the ultimate in reminders of war was the two pilots who crashed on the
Islands. They never saw combat, but they would have performed admirably
under any condition. They were two very capable pilots and two fine men.
Capt. Bratschi and Lt. Caldwell will never be forgotten.

A Detachment from the Squadron
Goes into Combat
Unfortunately, not all the members of the squadron continued to enjoy the
“Pineapple Campaign”.
Several weeks after we arrived in
Hawaii a detachment from our squadron
was sent to the Marshall Islands, an
active combat zone at that time. I was
not part of that group, so much of the
information I present here came from
members of the detachment after they
rejoined the squadron.
I remained in Hawaii with the main
squadron until it was deployed to
Okinawa in May, 1945.

28th Air Recon Map of Operations

In the mean time, the detachment saw serious combat. On August l5, 1944 Lt.
Hall and Lt. Decker were on a mission in the vicinity of the Island of Roi
when both were hit by enemy fire. Decker managed to return to base on one
engine, Hall crashed and was captured, later dying in the hands of the enemy.
When the Marshall Island assignment was completed, the detachment was
transferred to Saipan to assist in the preparation for the assault on Iwo Jima.
It flew sixty-nine missions in that campaign , but during that attack we lost
another pilot, Lt. Decker. His plane had been damaged on the Roe mission,
but he managed to escape. Sadly, his good fortune did not continue.
However, the Battle of Iwo Jima was successful, and bombers damaged from
the air attacks on Tokyo, began to land even before the Island was fully
secured!

When Iwo Jima was fully in the hands of U.S forces, The Squadron’s
detachment finally rejoined the full Squadron for the final battle of World
War II: Okinawa.

The Entire Squadron Enters Combat
After thirteen months in “paradise” we were informed that the “Hawaiian
Campaign” was over. No more charging into Honolulu for a relaxing
afternoon on Waikiki Beach drinking
rum and cocoa-colo. No more diving
into the big breakers at Waimea Bay.
Someone in the higher echelons had
decided that it was time for the entire
28th Photo Reconnaissance Squadron
to enter combat.
So we packed up our equipment,
closed down our operation on Kualoa
Field, and near the middle of April
1945 left Hawaii on board a naval
attack transport. We soon joined a
Air reconnaissance squadron area
convoy of sub-chasers and destroyers
and headed toward the only place where an invasion was taking place –
Okinawa.
The Battle for Iwo Jima was over by the end of March, and Okinawa had just
been invaded. It appeared to be the last major battle before the invasion of the
Japanese mainland. But as it turned out, it was the last major battle of WWII !
Okinawa is part of a chain of islands in the Ryuku Archepelago that extends
700 miles from the southern tip of Japan southeasterly to north western
Taiwan (at that time was known as Formosa). The chain contains 55 islands
and islets. Okinawa is the largest of these islands, and measures sixty miles
in length and seven miles wide at its widest. It lies approximately 300 miles
off the southern coast of the Japanese mainland.
The passage to Okinawa was mostly uneventful, the weather was favorable
for camera work, but I had no camera. So we stood at the rail and watched
the “flying fishes play.” However, I noticed that they don't fly, they glide,

riding the air waves in rhythm with the ocean swells, always close to the
water.
But we spent most of our time “topside,” watching the Navy sub-chasers
dash and dart in all directions. They were always busy. And they provided
us with the one exciting incident of our trip. I don't recall how it began, but
suddenly some shouting and pointing, and a rush to one side of the ship
caught nearly everyone's attention. A sub-chaser on the port-side of our
transport began releasing depth-charges, and the “whoomp, whoomp,
“Whoomp,”of the underwater explosions raised our hopes that we'd soon
would see enemy debris surfacing.
But nothing happened, and all the while the convoy kept moving. We never
received an explanation of the incident. I assume the Navy did not feel
obligated to keep its “passengers” on war-time “cruises” up-dated on such
happenings. But we were grateful for the Navy delivering us safely to our
destination.
We anchored in on the west side of the Okinawa what had been Nagagusaka
Wun. It was changed to Buckner Bay by the Americans to commemorate the
general who was killed in action on Okinawa.
We lay at anchor for two days and two nights, and during that time heard on
the radio that Nazi Germany had surrendered, thus ending the war in Europe.
Those of us in the Pacific Theater were left with the last portion of World
War II. Our elation over the victory in Europe was blunted by our having to
stay on our ship another night. We had been informed that kamikaze action
had been very intense in recent weeks and that Navy ships often were their
main targets.
Finally we went ashore. The Marines had secured the area some time before,
and our landing was uneventful. Our landing craft pulled alongside a small
dock, and we calmly climbed out. But the quiet and unhurried landing gave
no hint of the fierce fighting raging just a few miles away.
We had no immediate food available when we landed, but the marine outfit

encamped nearby did not hesitate to share theirs with us. But I recall how
sober and quiet the atmosphere was in that tent “dining room” while we ate. I
soon learned why. This Marine unit would soon be going up to the front. My
heart went out to them, and to this day I sometimes wonder about their fate.
I mentioned in a previous article that a detachment from our Squadron had
been sent to the Marshall Islands back in 1944. After that assignment it did a
stint on Saipan, and now was rejoining the Squadron here on Okinawa. In
fact, our “veterans” had arrived before we did, and had already been in
operation.
They also had been in contact with the enemy. On an evening bomb run, the
Japanese had hit and destroyed the detachment’s photo lab; fortunately, no
one was killed. The lab facility had been the enemy’s when they had
occupied the Island, so they knew exactly where to bomb.
The service soon replaced the lab with a quonset hut, a sturdy building
anchored in a concrete base. Our drafting “facility” was a single-gabled tent
stretched over a frame. A wooden floor was the only luxury. The two
structures were located next to each other. Both were on the edge of our
encampment, which was a bivouac of pyramidal tents. All of our facilities
had electricity.
The U.S. forces had occupied the two major air bases on the Island, Yontan
and Kadena, immediately following the invasion. Both were in operation.
Our planes were based on Yontan, along with bombers, transports, and
fighters, about a quarter mile from our camp.
So, with the planes flying and the Squadron functioning as a unit again, it
was ready to carry out its first mission: To provide photographic support for
the troops on the front lines.

The Kamakazi was a weapon that involved the “suicide” of the operator.

Okinawa, The Last Battle of the War
I was in the last major battle of the
war, and fortunately my
responsibilities did not require front
line duty. This was not intended to be
the last battle. The invasion of
mainland Japan had been scheduled for
November 1, l945, but the bombings
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki changed
all that. The end was already in sight.
U.S. Forces had been bombing and
burning Tokyo, Iwo Jima had been
A Marine from the 2nd Battalion, 1st Marines
occupied, and while we were waiting on Wana Ridge provides covering fire with his
Thompson submachine gun, 18 May 1945.
on our attack transport the Service
Radio had announced that Nazi /Germany had surrendered. Japan now stood
alone, and the U.S. was preparing to attack Okinawa, its Island south of the
mainland.
More than 100,000 Japanese troops defended Okinawa, and with the
homeland facing disaster, this force would fight with a do-or-die ferocity.
By mid-march, 1945, the U.S. Navy had assembled the greatest armada ever
to support an amphibious attack, even larger than that at Normandy, 1300
ships. Within the first 24 hours they poured l380 tons of shells on the enemy
fortifications. Following the barrage, the invasion began. The date was April
1st 1945.
16,000 troops landed, and by the end of the day 60,000 were ashore.
Eventually 182,000 troops were involved. Actually, the enemy put up little or
no resistance, preferring to fight on the southern half of the Island which
would be easier to defend. So the landing had been a success, but now the
fighting began.

The Japanese responded to the invasion by unleashing swarms of kamikaze
against the Navy. So furious was their attack, that by the end of the 82-day
battle the 1465 Kamikaze flights had sunk 34 U.S ships and damaged 368 or
missing. In addition, The Japanese had destroyed 736 naval aircraft.
Our squadron landed in early May and quickly joined the battle. Most of us
were fortunate to be serving in a support role, and were not involved in the
direct fighting. However, our pilots were, and their contribution, and that of
the squadron are described in the article, “They Flew Into Battle Without
Guns”
Casualties were heavy on both sides. 12,513 U.S. servicemen were killed or
missing, twice the total combined losses at Guadalcanal and Iwo Jima.
Another 36,000 were wounded. Of those killed nearly 5,000 were naval
personnel. One source describes the concern these losses created back in the
States. “American losses at Okinawa were so heavy as to elicit Congressional
calls for an investigation into the conduct of the military commanders. Not
surprisingly, the cost of this battle, in terms of lives, time, and materials,
weighed heavily in the decision to use the atomic bomb against Japan just six
weeks later.
And the decision to use the bomb was justified by later statistics. “More
people died during the Battle of Okinawa than all of those killed during the
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.”
Both Japanese military and the civilian losses were enormous. The military
suffered 131,293 dead, the exact civilian toll may never be known. One
estimate places the number at 42,000, another claims that that the civilian
figure was approximately one-third the total Okinawan population!
Among the American losses were two well-known figures of that day, Ernie
Pyle and General Simon Bolivar Buckner. Pyle was a Pulitzer-prize winning,

syndicated journalist whose column was a daily item in many newspapers
across the country. His theme was the plight of the ordinary soldier. Buckner
was the commander of all the forces on Okinawa. He was the highest ranking
soldier killed in the Pacific Theater.
The Battle of Okinawa ended June 21, 1945.
And around us lay the remains of that struggle,
dominated by two huge American cemeteries,
one right next to our bivouac. It is claimed that
these losses hastened the use of the Atomic
Bomb. I wonder why it couldn’t have been
used before the invasion of Okinawa, and
saved those 12,513 men who lie in those
cemeteries? The atomic bombers came from
Tinian in the Marianas, and we had already
paid dearly for that and other bases in the of
the Marianas
Ernie Pile marker, IE Shima, 18
April 1945

Resources:
Okinawa Diary, May 6,1945
Battle of Okinawa Wikipedia

Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner,
Commanding Gen. Of Okinawa,
was killed at this point by
Japanese artillery fire. June 1945

They Flew into Battle without Guns
Many unsung heroes came out of
World War II, but none were more
deserving of that title than the pilots
of our squadron. They flew into
battle without guns, and often were
the first of our forces to make
contact with the enemy. And though
they flew at excessive speeds they
often were no more than targets in a
“shooting gallery.”

Air reconnaissance pilots

But they did their own share of “shooting”—with cameras! For ours was a
photo reconnaissance squadron, not a fighter squadron. Our pilots didn’t
knock down any enemy planes or bomb any targets, but they brought back
pictures of landing sites for future invasions, of targets for tomorrow’s
bombing raids, or of hidden enemy gun
emplacements that had to be neutralized before
our troops could attack the area. Our
squadron’s mission was to get specific
information about the enemy.
And for that reason the recon pilot’s tactics
were unlike those of the fighter-pilot. When a
recon pilot pulled out of this pass over the
target, the cameras were turned off and his
mission was over. He was then expected to
make a fast get-away. “Shoot and run” could
have been those pilots’ motto.

Welcome Yankee – Article about
dicing runs. December 19, 1944
Brief

The military facilitated the order for the quick get-away in two ways: They
removed all weaponry from the recon planes to discourage the pilots from

chasing enemy fighters all over the sky, and they they provided the recon
squadrons with one of the fastest planes in the service, the twin-engine
Lockheed P-38. Originally designed as a fighter, it was readily converted for
reconnaissance work. It had a speed in level flight in excess of 350 mph.
The British, who had used the P-38 in combat, called it “The Lightning,” the
Germans, who had faced it in combat, had a more derisive term for it, “Der
Goble-schwansiche Teufel,” the “Fork-tailed Devil.”
The P-38’s design had a second feature for getting that plane out of harm’s
way: It had two engines! The value of this was forcefully demonstrated in
one of the Squadron’s first missions in the combat zone. A detachment from
Squadron had been sent to the Marshall Islands to assist in that campaign. On
August 15, 1944 a flight of two of our planes, one piloted by Lt. Hall, the
other by Lt. Decker, approached Roi Island in the Kwajalein Atoll. Both
planes were hit by enemy fire. Lt. Hall’s plane went down (we later learned
that he survived the crash, but died in captivity). Lt. Decker lost one engine,
but managed to return to his base unharmed.
Lt. Hall was our squadron’s first combat fatality.
The Squadron’s missions were determined by the needs of our military. For
example, when we first landed on Okinawa, heavy fighting was raging
several miles south of our encampment. So the Army decided that the 28th
Photo Reconnaissance Squadron would provide support for our troops on the
front line. The Squadron’s orders were simple: A set of the photos taken the
previous afternoon of the combat areas will be in the hands of every platoon
leader by the following morning. Speed of processing was urgent. Time was a
critical factor. The front lines could shift daily.
Our photo lab worked late during those missions, but all the deadlines were
met. My department’s job was to put data on the aerial negatives before they
went into printing. Often these negatives still were warm when we received

them. So vivid were the scenes on many of those photos that I still remember
many of the places in which the fighting occurred — Shuri Castle, Conical
Hill, Parmashira and Sugar Loaf Hill.
The Island was secured by late June, and by that time the Squadron was also
flying other missions and the war effort was shifting north to Kyushu, the
southern-most island of mainland Japan.
To photograph targets requiring close-up detail. such as front-lines or landing
sites for future invasions, demanded a special kind of mission—a very lowlevel flight with high-speed cameras aimed at oblique angles. These were
high-risk missions. The British had a very descriptive name for them.
Because they saw each flight as a roll of the dice, they called them “dicey.”
And the term “dicing missions” was adopted by American flyers.
Missions flown at higher
altitudes did not face the same
risks as the “dicing” flights, but
they were not out of danger.
Occasionally pilots would come
up to our drafting department
after a mission to view the
negatives of their run and check
how well they had covered the
target area that day. In the
course of our usual exchange
over the light table I often asked
them questions like, “How was
P-38, “Sally Lou” of the 28th Photo Recon.
the ‘reception’ (meaning the
anti-aircraft fire) up there today?” I recall one’s reply: “The flack was so
thick out there, you could get out and walk on it!”
A second incident of a similar type of mission had a tragic ending. One after
noon our communications section picked up a brief, frantic message, “May

day! May day! May day!” It was our Lt. Starr. That was the last we heard
from him. He was on a mission over Kyushu, and we assumed he had been
the victim of enemy anti-airlcraft fire. To this date I have had no more
knowledge of the that incident or of Lt. Starr’s fate.
Its been more than sixty years since those pilots of the 28th Photo
Reconnaissance Squadron roamed the enemy skies. The squadron was
disbanded long ago, and the few P-38s still in existence, are displayed in
aerial museums. The exploits of both men and machines are recorded in
military annals.
And admiration for those young men is alive in the memories of those of us
who still remain. Those pilots received no awards or medals, but we knew the
dangers they faced and the value of their accomplishments. Each and every
one belongs in that noble legion of the unsung heroes of World War II.

You See Things In War That You Can
Never Unsee
I was seated in the uncovered bed of
a military truck, returning to camp
from a work detail. We had been on
the Island only a few days and were
still getting our camp established.
Everything was new and we were
curious about our strange
surroundings and the many activities
of the military. But we were not
prepared for what we were about to
see in the next few moments.

First Marine Division Cemetery

Up ahead I saw a bulldozer was gouging a trench in an open field. As we got
nearer I saw several workers with a covering over the lower part of their
faces. And suddenly I realized why. The most awful stench of decay I have
ever experienced almost overwhelmed me. Then I became aware of the row
of lifeless forms laying on the ground. They were dead soldiers and these
remains had probably been on the battlefield for some time, before being
brought here.
I stared in disbelief. It probably was the most unsightly scenes I had ever
witnessed. My gaze was fixed on it for only a few moments, but it is a sight I
can never “unsee.” Fortunately, the truck I was in kept on moving.
By now I realized that we were witnessing the first excavations of a new
military cemetery. Later we heard that It would be named “The First Marine
Division Cemetery.” But that day it did not have the appearance of an official
burial place. The ground was cluttered with equipment, workers, freshly
turned soil, and lifeless forms. A feeling of disorder and disquiet prevailed.

As we drove off, my shock and revulsion were gradually replaced by sober
reflection.
The graves registration people would
handle the deceased with dignity and care,
and they soon would be interred. But to the
pathetic figure out on the ground, who was
already losing all semblance of this former
self, it would not matter. Part of him was
already returning to the soil.
And the folks back home? Service
protocol, no doubt, had been followed.
Telegrams and condolences have been
sent. Perhaps a serious, sympathetic officer
in full dress uniform had already paid the
Services’ respects to the “next of kin.”
Applications for survivor’s benefits would
be filed later.

First Marine Division Cemetery,
Okinawa

We were bivouacked only a short distance from the cemetery, so we were
able to watch as new crosses and stars of David were added. Eventually the
number would reach 1,500.
I sometimes wondered how many of the young guys under those crosses were
among the marines that had shared their meals with us when we first arrived
on the island. And I wondered how many had little children back home who
would never see their Daddies. And I realized that none of those Daddies
would ever feel the joy of their own families again.
I know that that cemetery is filled with brave, heroic men who made the
ultimate sacrifice for their country. And that this is one of our truly hallowed

places. But looking back today, those rows of crosses increasingly remind me
of wasted lives and the mindlessness of war.

“Drafting” Dept. 28th Photo Recon
Okinawa – 1945 Bernie Walchek, Bob Doyle, Me

A Desperate Enemy, The Raid at
Yontan
Okinawa was the last bastion
protecting the Japanese
mainland, and now the U.S.
forces had invaded it. The
fighting, though bloody, was
turning in favor of the invaders.
The Japanese were becoming
desperate, and increasingly
were resorting to desperate
measures.

Captain Okuyama and Giretsu Airborne unit
depart on their mission to Okinawa

In the past encounters they had used suicide as one of their most effective
weapons, but now were beginning to rely solely on it. It was expected to play
a major role in resisting the anticipated invasion of the homeland, and in the
past year they had converted their manufacturing almost totally to suicide
weapons.
Since U.S. forces arrived on Okinawa, they had dominated the air. It was
seldom that we saw an enemy plane during daylight, and with rare exceptions
air raid alarms were sounding only at night. Even then the the raids consisted
of only one or two planes.
So on this quiet May night we were completely surprised and unprepared
when “All hell broke loose!” A Japanese plane burst onto our airfield, made a
wheels-up landing landing and discharged its deadly occupants to kill, and
detonate explosives to destroy planes and fuel dumps.
The following quote from another source describes the action and the damage

resulting from that raid:
“In May 1945 five suicide aircraft had flown to the U.S airfield at Yontan on
Okinawa. U.S. defenders shot down four. The fifth landed, and soldiers
poured out, throwing hand grenades and incendiary weapons. Before they
were mowed down, the Japanese destroyed seven aircraft, damaged 26, and
set ablaze 70,000 gallons of fuel. The incident was a chilling reminder of
what suicide troops could do on the ground in Japan fighting invaders.”
— Allen, Thomas B. and Polmar, Norman, CODE-NAME DOWNFALL,
Simon and Schuster, New York, 1995, P. 167-68.
Our squadron was bivouacked a short distance from the airfield so I was an
observer to that fiery scene. It was not ring-side, but it was close enough for
me.
It was a wild place, wrecked planes, fuel storage tanks set on fire, the blue
and green flames leaping high into the night sky, bursts of gunfire, men
running everywhere. It was both exciting and frightening. The actual attack
lasted a relatively short time before our marines moved in and eliminated the
attackers.
Fortunately none or our squadron’s planes were in the totals of the night’s
losses. The enemy most likely was targeting the larger aircraft, such as the
transports and the bombers, and bypassed the smaller items like our P-38s.
And of course, none of our personnel were involved in that action.
The damage described in the article above, and the suicidal means for
delivering that destruction, indicates the desperation of the Japanese military
at that juncture of the war.

Invade or Drop the Bomb
The atomic bomb on Hiroshima was a surprise to all of us, and the resulting
peace brought a tremendous feeling of relief, with thoughts of going home.
But to the thousands who in the weeks ahead would have been charging into
the savagery on the beaches of Japan, it must have felt like divine
intervention.
We knew the invasion of the Japanese homeland was scheduled for
November l, l945, and that it would be a bloody, brutal scene. Casualties
would be high. What we didn’t know was that the United States had a secret
weapon, a special bomb, that could end the war without the further loss of
American lives.
Also what we didn’t know was that President Truman and his advisers had
been discussing the pros and cons of dropping the bomb. They all knew that
the bomb and the invasion both would result in a many deaths. Some
scientists who had helped develop the bomb were opposed to using it,
especially on a civilian population.
If the president decided that the U.S. should invade, estimates placed the
American casualties at 550,000. Also, Invasion would have extended the war
by an estimated year and a half.
President Truman decided that we should drop the bomb, and two cities were
destroyed.
The Hiroshima blast killed approximately 140,000, and the one at Nagasaki
90,000.
Estimating Japanese civilian casualties resulting from an invasion was

difficult, because it was hard to know how large a role the civilians would
play in repelling U.S. forces, both in the landing phase and in the
countryside. The Japanese military was preparing its civilian population to
resist to the end. The following passage from a source on the anticipated
invasion describes this preparation:
“As on Saipan and Okinawa, not only soldiers but every man, woman, and
child had to be ready to die. In cities, towns, and villages the Japanese
government distributed The People’s Handbook of Resistant Combat.
‘Should the enemy invade our mainland,’ the handbook said, “100 million of
us must exterminate them to protect our native soil and maintain our
everlasting empire.” A primer on querrilla tactics tactics, the handbook
mustered civilians into a suicidal home-defense force whose weapons
included rocks, sickles, kitchen knives, and sharpened bamboo spears.”
Imagine the nightmare American soldiers would have faced charging from
their landing craft into a mass of hundreds of women with sticks and clubs,
children with spears, old men with swords, and soldiers with live
ammunition! Fortunately, “the bomb” made that unnecessary.
Unfortunately, one form of madness had replaced another form of madness.

Something Big Was Coming
Down
During my seven months on
Okinawa one of the defining
moments of the 20th Century
occurred only 350 miles from our
base. A single flash followed by
an explosion released enough
energy to destroy an entire city
and send ethical and moral
reverberations around the world
that continue to this day. Endless
debate on the wisdom of dropping
the bomb has produced no
consensus.

Atomic bomb photo reconnaissance

Our squadron played no direct part in this earth-shaking event, but did
participate in follow-up photography.
August 6, 1945 started like another routine day in the squadron’s pursuit of
the war. We knew that the invasion of mainland Japan was coming, but that
was three months away, so we were resigned to our role in the daily aerial
pounding of the enemy. Little did we know that events within the next few
hours would change all schedules, abort months of planning, and have a
profound effect on the war and the world of the future.
The first sign to the Squadron that “something was up” came down on the
flight line. Orders were received requiring all allied planes to remain outside
a radius of fifty miles from the city of Hiroshima on the Island of Kyushu,
one of the three islands that comprise the Japanese mainland. This was

unusual. Our typical orders were to fly “to” a target, not to “stay away” from
it! We knew something big was coming down.
Our squadron sent a plane to the area, but with instructions to comply with
the fifty-mile restriction. Hiroshima, a city of 350,000, was approximately
350 miles from our base. Our plane returned that afternoon with a single
image on its film–a huge, white cloud over the vicinity of Hiroshima.
Little did we know then that at the original base of that big white cloud lay
the remains of 140,000 inhabitants and a destroyed city, all of that destruction
occurring in a matter of seconds!
That evening the Armed Forces Radio announced that an “atomic bomb,” a
weapon of devastating power, had been dropped on the city of Hiroshima. We
had had no idea that our military possessed such a weapon. And we were as
mystified by the term “atomic power” as the radio listener back in the States
hearing the same news. We were soon to see how truly lethal this weapon
was.
The next morning one of our Squadron’s planes was sent to photograph that
now famous city. When it returned its film was rushed to the lab, and then to
our department. Staring intently, as we slowly rolled the negatives across the
light table, we got a frightening idea of what future war would be like. The
entire city lay in ruins; much of it had simply disappeared. Preliminary
estimates placed the death toll at 100,000, which later were raised to 140,000.
ALL THE RESULT OF A SINGLE BOMB.
And statistics alone do not tell the full effects of the bomb. It was sometime
after I returned to the States and read detailed accounts of its effect on the
people of Hiroshima that I grasped the horror of this new type of warfare. On
Okinawa we had seen only the aerial photos. These showed the destruction of
city’s buildings and infrastructure. Later, the ground observers saw a different
scene, as the following quote reveals:

“There were people in Hiroshima whose shadows were printed by the blast
on the concrete walls of buildings and pavement. These shadows can still be
seen. Some of the bodies that made them were never found.” * They had
simply been vaporized.
*From the preface of “Critical Mass,” Steve Martini, New York, 1998

Nagasaki – The Final Blow
Even though the bombing of Hiroshima was a big event, nationally and
internationally, when the shock and the excitement passed we were still at
war. And so the destruction continued. Plans for the invasion of the mainland
were still being considered. Planes were sill flying missions over Japan.
Our squadron was active too. A passage in my diary dated August 7, 1945
reads,”Have been asked to locate specific films from previous missions,
which I assume contain likely future targets. I guess Nagasaki is next.” And
so it was. Two days later an atomic bomb was detonated over that city.
Thank goodness, a period of inaction and waiting followed.
After the second city was destroyed, we wondered why the Japanese didn’t
give up. How many cities were they willing to sacrifice? Of course we didn’t
know that those were the only two atomic bombs available to the U.S. forces
at that at that time. And we also didn’t know that up in Tokyo a struggle was
taking place within the palace grounds, in which a group of die-hard officers
of the Japanese army were trying to prevent the broadcasting of a message
that the Emperor had recorded to his people.
The message told them that Japan was surrendering unconditionally.
Six long days passed and finally the people loyal to the Emperor prevailed,
and the message of surrender was broadcast. The date was August 15, 1945.
The official surrender documents were not signed until September 2, on the
Battleship “Missouri” in Tokyo Bay, but that was a formality.

It’s Over! The War’s Over!
When the Armed Forces Radio announcement of Japan’s surrender hit the
Island, people ran out of their tents shouting, “Its over! the war’s over! the
war’s over….”
Simultaneously, a barrage of gunfire erupted all over the Island, tracer bullets
criss-crossing the night sky like a big-city fireworks. Only this one covered
much of a huge island. It was an awesome and thrilling sight. This
spontaneous release of emotion signaled the end of nearly four years of death
and destruction, of grief and endless anxiety, and of years of being away from
home.
But as much as my tent-mates and I wanted to join in this thunderous
celebration, we headed for the air raid shelter. We knew that all the
“fireworks” was created with “live” ammunition, and that it was going to
land somewhere. Air raids had made us wary of falling flack (fragments of
spent antiaircraft shells). On two occasions, after actual air raids, we found
pieces of shrapnel sticking in the “roof” of our tent. “Friendly fire” came in
different forms, all of them deadly.
We had survived the last several months in a war zone, and we wanted to
continue our good fortune. We would do our celebrating when we got back to
the States.
However, tonight everybody could entertain plans and hopes for the future
because as the popular wartime song promised:
“when the lights go on again all over the world And the ships will sail again
all over the world Then we’ll have time for things like wedding rings and free
hearts will sing When the lights go on again all over the world”

Bob Hope, A Real Trouper
Our squadron’s G.I.s filled their free
time with a variety of diversions. A
game like poker could be found in at
least one tent every night. Softball or
baseball depended on more people, plus
an umpire and a ball field. But there
was plenty of competition available.
Photography required only one person
and a camera. Some guys just settled
for a bottle of beer or coke and an
opportunity to “bat the breeze” with
friends. The military regularly provided
the squadron with movies featuring
Bob Hope, USO Tour, WWII
some of latest stars in Hollywood.
These were shown in a simple outdoor theater, and it was fun, ‘unless we
were interrupted by an air raid, or just the wail of an air raid siren.
But one evening a new kind of event was added: LIVE INTERTAINMENT!
Bob Hope and his troupe had arrived to present one their of unique, live
shows. So on a temporary stage under make-shift lighting and starlit skies the
acclaimed show began. The audience, coming from many units on the Island,
sat on a grassy field near Kadena Air Field.
Hope hosted the show and interspersed the various performances with his
usual patter of naughty jokes and monologues, while the lovely talented
ladies performed song and dance, and the men provided a range of
instrumentation.
Probably one of the reasons Hope’s outdoor service shows were so popular
was because people remembered his successful movie “Road” series, “Road
to Morocco,” for example, starring Bing Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, and Hope.

Hope didn’t limit his shows to the military. He visited many hospitals,
sharing his humor and talent for lifting spirits with the sick and wounded.
He must have set some kind of record for assisting other organizations. After
the war he continued putting on shows for the G.I.s and ended up doing a
total of 57 tours. In the civilian world he hosted the Academy Award show 14
times.
He was a real trouper.

Short Days Ago We Lived
After the surrender was announced all
of us had time on our hands, and we
spent it exploring the Island, taking
photos, or playing cards. One day,
camera in hand, I wandered over to the
First Marine Division cemetery, which
a few weeks ago was an open field. I
recalled that unsightly and undignified
scene of those pathetic shapes that
once had been robust, bright-eyed
young men, about my age.

Okinawa, First Marine Division Cemetery,
October 1945

That scene had been replaced by hundreds of crosses and stars of David. The
remains had disappeared. The bulldozer and surveying instruments had done
their job. A white cross or star marked the place
where each young soldier had begun his eternal
sleep.
While I was staring at the rows of crosses, a
Marine got up from a grave site he had been
studying, and asked if I would take a picture of
him at that site. He explained that the soldier
buried there had been his good buddy. He had
come to bid his friend farewell.
After the Marine left, I lingered, sobered at how
many and how quickly these crosses and stars
had appeared. But my thoughts returned to the
buddy whose grave I had just photographed, to
the buddy who was “left behind.”

Marine saying farewell to his
buddy (he was going home),
Okinawa, First Marine Division
Cemetery, October 1945

His grave will always be cared for, But on Memorial Day no one will come
to visit him. Loved ones will always be 4,000 miles away across a wide
ocean.
When the loss first occurred, his sweetheart would feel deep sorrow and
despair, but when there were no more tears to cry, life would go on. She
probably would marry and have a family. She would grow older, but he
would always remain young — in her memories — the young Marine who
went to war and never returned.
“In Flanders Fields”
by John McCrae
In Flanders Field the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Flanders Field is a cemetery in France where soldiers who died in World War
l are buried. The poem above was written by a soldier who had lost his
buddy. When I first heard it I was in high school and I thought of my Dad,
who had been seriously gassed and wounded in that war. I was so moved by
the words that I committed them to memory.

As I began writing about the incident at the marines cemetery near my
bivouac, I found myself reciting parts of the above poem, and out of that
came the title for this piece. That poem.

The Invincible Enemy (Typhoon
Louise)
No shots were fired and no bombs
were dropped. The war had been
over for nearly two months, and
the surrender terms signed a
month ago. In its own way this
action was as drastic as that of the
Japanese.
An enemy’s combined naval and
aerial bombardment couldn’t
Okinawa, Our tent area after Typhoon Louise
inflict such devastation in the
same period of time! Many ships were lost, planes destroyed or damaged,
men were killed or missing, and many injured, and more than half of the
military housing and buildings on the Island were destroyed or made
unserviceable.
This deadly enemy was NATURE, in the form of a TYPOON!
The date was October 9, 1945. Storm advisories had been out for several
days before the storm hit Okinawa, and early predictions had it passing south
of the Island. But without any warning, it had turned north and hit Okinawa
so quickly that many ships did not have time to escape to the open sea.
Buckner Bay was filled with ships, and with seas running 35 feet and wind
reaching 120 knots, controlling those craft was a nightmare for the navy
personnel. Many ships dragged their anchors, and ultimately 222 of them
were grounded, others collided, and as a result 32 were severely damaged,
and 12 sunk. In addition, more than 60 planes were destroyed or damaged.

But the most devastating loss was the loss of lives, and the human suffering:
36 dead, 47 missing and 100 severely injured.
Our squadron came through
the typhoon without casualties
or major losses. But none of
us escaped the storm. I and
the other three inhabitants of
our tent were “trapped” inside
of the tent, fighting
desperately to keep it from
being blown away. Since
noon, visibility was near zero
and the winds kept increasing.
Okinawa October 1945, Naval Plane after Typhoon
The rain never let up, and by
Louise, Buckner Bay
late afternoon the center of
the typhoon had moved into our area, and the fury of the storm reached new
levels.
With winds gusting up to 150 mph, we realized that the tent could not stand
by itself, so, using boards from the tent floor, we began placing braces on the
side being pounded by the wind. The growing row of braces inside of our tent
followed the shifting wind. It was a desperate sight. Fortunately we still had
lights and a radio, on which Armed Forces Radio was keeping us informed of
the “progress of the storm!”
After two hours of our “heroic” struggle, the wind decided to stop “playing”
with us, and with a mighty “swoosh” it lifted a corner of the tent and flipped
it over on the remaining section! The lights went out, the radio stopped. And
for a few moments we were rolled up in the tent, along with cots, bedding,
canvas, floor boards and personal belongings. And in those few seconds we
lost what for the past five months had been our “home.” We crawled out into
the dark, and the wind and rain. Miraculously, none of us were injured.

We headed for the quonset hut, 100 yards away, passing through our
encampment on the way. We didn’t stop to seek shelter there, since many
other tents were down, their occupants coping with their own disasters.
The quonset hut was the squadron’s only solid building in our encampment
(the rest of our “facilities” were tents), and it was anything but a “hut.” It was
a substantial building constructed of heavy corrugated sheet metal, shaped
like a giant culvert split lengthwise. It was fastened to a concrete foundation,
and easily withstood the typhoon. It had been used for our squadron’s photo
lab. Its broad shelves had not been removed, so we each had our own “bunk”
for the remainder of that night. I managed to grab two blankets before we
abandoned our mangled tent, and recall loaning one to Bob Dickey, Glendale,
California, tent mate and buddy. It was not the Hilton, but it definitely beat
being in the raging storm outside.
By morning the storm had passed, and we set about “picking up the pieces.”
And I was still two months away from leaving the Island.
On the second day Ellington (“Duke”) Eckart a classmate from Martin High
(we had graduated from there on May 29, 1941) came by with a jeep and we
toured the typhoon’s damage. It was like a battlefield. It was on this outing
that I took my only photos of that disaster.
So devastating was the typhoon that had the A-bomb not been dropped and
the war not been over at this time, the U.S. plans for the invasion of Japan
very likely would have been affected. “According to Samuel Eliot Morrison,
the famous Naval historian, ‘Typhoon Louise’ was the most furious and lethal
storm ever encountered by the United States Navy in its entire history.”
It was after I was back in the States that I read that the typhoon had been
given the name “Louise,” But regardless of what they named it, that would
have been no concern to us that desperate night, and besides, we had our own

choice names for the storm that evening, emotionally more descriptive and
much more dramatically expressed—but unfortunately, none of them
printable!

Back To The States
Three and a half months had gone by since Japan’s surrender. It seemed like
ages since that night of the spontaneous celebration with tracers and live
ammunition. And we all had let our hopes soar for a quick return home. But
everybody on the Island couldn’t be shipped back at once, those hopes
became more realistic expectations.
The military had developed a “point” system by which those with the highest
point total would leave first. Points were granted for the time in service, time
served in the theater of operations, and several other criteria.
So from time to time members of our outfit were bidding us “good-bye,” as
our squadron slowly dissolved. My projected departure date was early
December. And finally that day arrived. The first step back would be by
plane. We were scheduled to fly to Iwo Jima, and catch an aircraft carrier
there for the final trip to the States. So one the day before we left, an air force
officer briefed us on putting on a parachute, and explained emergency
procedures.
It was dark when we took off that morning. I still remember the throbbing
flashes of exhaust as the plane had been warming up. There was no nostalgia,
and no regrets; we were glad to be leaving it all behind.
After a long flight, we landed on Iwo in mid-afternoon. And after being
shown our quarters and dining, we were free to roam. I knew I had to see the
beach where nine months ago our marines had landed in the face of
murderous fire. I walked ankle-deep in the black sand that covered the beach,
and I tried to visualize that scene of terror. Many never made it across the
beach.

Our squadron was very much involved in supporting the preparations for the
invasion of Iwo Jima. We had a flight of planes and men on Saipan that
provided many of the photographs for that planning. The 28th Photo
Reconnaissance Squadron flew missions for 69 straight days. And most of
those were “dicing” missions. (See article: They Flew into Battle without
Guns)
We lost one pilot in those
pre-invasion operations,
and as I stood looking
across the water just off
shore I wondered where he
and his plane went down? I
hoped that now that we had
occupied the Island, our
forces would find the plane,
and recover his remains.
And I realized that it would
be a long time before all the
USS Independence (CVL-22)
wounds and pains of this
war would pass. Somberly I returned to my quarters to prepare for
tomorrow’s start for the trip home.
After an early breakfast, I was on the assembly field, ready for embarking.
While waiting, I engaged in a conversation with a lieutenant, who was also
headed home to Portland. He had just come off an extended period of
convalescence resulting from his plane crashing near Mt. Suribachi. As we
chatted, he pointed up and commented, “Once in a blue moon.” There in the
early morning sky was a huge, pale blue moon. “I guess that’s for us,” I
replied, “We’re here only once and they hang out a blue moon for the
occasion.” He laughed, and said, “That calls for a drink,” and he dug out a
bottle of liquor from his luggage.
But that morning the object that held the interest of most of the men, lay out

in the deep water, the aircraft carrier, “Independence.” It was our ride home.
All its planes had been removed and it was now serving as a troop ship.
A sad state lay in store for the “Independence.” Planes would never again
land on her deck. We didn’t know it at the time, but this “veteran” of the
Pacific would be one of the big ships “sacrificed” in the nuclear tests at the
Bikini Atoll that coming summer.

Mt Suribachi, Iwo Jima

As the carrier was pulling up anchor, I took a long look at Mt. Suribachi, the
most prominent landmark on the island. I was to see pictures of it and the
renowned flag-raising scene many times in future years. But that was my last
live look at a World War II battle zone.

Home By Christmas
Finally we were at sea. Eight months ago, on the run to Okinawa the weather
was mild and sunny, and we watched the flying fish glide in harmony with
the ocean swells. But we were at war, and we were traveling in a convoy,
with sub-chasers and destroyers darting everywhere. On one occasion they
dropped depth charges, but be never learned the results. However, we arrived
at our destination safely.
Now, on the way home the danger of torpedoes was gone, but so was the nice
weather. I didn’t realize that the North Pacific could be so violent. But it was
December.
I had seen terrifying scenes of ocean storms in the movies, but that’s not like
being in a storm while sitting on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier and
watching the raging ocean just yards away. In one instance I was looking up
at mountainous waves higher than the carrier, and in the next instance I was
looking back into valley. And all the while, everything was moving, the
ocean, the horizon and the carrier. Vivid memories of that awesome display
of power, and a feeling of dread for the immensity of the ocean under those
wild conditions, remain with me forever.
I couldn’t imagine a small fishing boat surviving under those harsh
conditions.
As we moved into southern latitudes, we left the storm behind. It was midDecember when we sighted good old U.S.A. The weather was made to order
as we entered Los Angeles harbor. We remained one day and one night
during which time a lot of happy G.I.s disembarked; and then we were
moving up the coast to San Francisco. A repeat of the L.A. Schedule, and we
were off on our final leg—to Seattle, or more precisely, to Ft. Lewis, where
my “military journey had begun nearly three years ago.

Behind me were Franklin Tech, Honolulu, Colorado Springs, Will Rogers
Field, Hawaii, Kipapa Field, Kualoa Field, Okinawa, Yontan Field and
dozens of incidents and places that made it all “memorable.” I was
“processed” in two days, and received my honorable discharge on the
morning of December 24, 1945, just in time in the day to catch the bus to
Portland. That was the end of my “war years,” and I was free at last! But I
had no regrets about my years in the service.
I arrived home on Christmas Eve, December 24,1945 and surprised every
one.
My Mother and Dad were there, as was brother Clarence and his wife,
Vernice. They were married when he returned from the service, several
months ago. Jimmie, their first child was “on the way.”
It was good to be home. A feeling of contentment prevailed. I had just
completed a significant period of my life, and I felt a sense of
accomplishment, personal growth, and SURVIVAL.
We had a lot of “catching up” to do, and we talked and talked and toasted into
the night.
It was a very, very Merry Christmas!

